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Let M be a smooth manifold and Diff0(M) the group of all smooth diffeo-
morphisms on M with compact support. Our main subject in this paper concerns
the existence of certain quasi-invariant measures on groups of diffeomorphisms,
and the denseness of C.-vectors for a given unitary representation U of Diff g0 (M),
the connected component of the identity in Diff0(M). We first generalize some
results of Shavgulidze on quasi-invariant measures on diffeomorphism groups.
Then we prove the following result: Suppose that M is compact and U has
the property that the action extends continuously to Diff gk(M), the group of Ck
diffeomorphisms which are homotopic to the identity, for some finite k. Then U
has a dense set of C.-vectors. We also give an extension of our theorem to non-
compactM. © 2001 Elsevier Science
INTRODUCTION
Let M be a paracompact C. manifold, Diff0(M) the group of all diffeo-
morphisms with compact support, equipped with the natural topology y (this
will be fully explained in Section 3), and let Diff g0 (M) be the connected
component of the identity. Diff g0 (M) is considered as a nuclear Fréchet
Lie group or an inductive limit of the group according to whether M is
compact or noncompact, and the corresponding Lie algebra Vect0(M) is the
collection of all smooth vector fields with compact support on M. Previ-
ously many interesting unitary representations of (Diff g0 (M), y) and linear
representations of Vect0(M) have been studied and constructed by various
authors (cf. [2, 3, 5–9, 12, 25]). It is natural to ask whether these unitary
and linear representations are related in the usual manner. Formally,
given a continuous unitary representation (U,H) of (Diff g0 (M), y), then
Stone’s theorem guarantees self-adjoint operators, dU(v), v ¥ Vect0(M)
such that
U(Exp tv)=exp(`−1 t dU(v)) -t ¥ R,
where {Exp tv}t ¥ R is the family of diffeomorphisms generated by the vector
field v.
We have previously seen that dU preserves algebraic operations and that
the group generated by Exp v, v ¥ Vect0(M) is dense in Diff g0 (M) (for
example, see [20]). So the important question that remains concerns the
denseness of the C.-vectors. In this paper we will address this problem,
and show that it is affirmatively solved under the hypothesis stated in the
abstract.
The first section, in which M is assumed to be compact, is devoted to the
constructions of Diff g(M)-quasi-invariant measures on Diff gk(M) and on
certain subgroups where Diff gk(M) is the group of all Ck diffeomorphisms
on M which are homotopic to the identity (for the precise definition see
Section 1, and for compact M we will omit the suffix 0 in Diff g(M), etc.).
These measures with the quasi-invariance condition were first discovered
by Shavgulidze (cf. [15–17]). However, it seems that some corrections or
more exact arguments to his work are necessary when dim(M) > 1. We will
verify and generalize his results by using a version of the Hodge theorem
on differential operators of elliptic type (cf. Theorem 1.9). In Section 2 the
result on smooth vectors to the compact M, mentioned earlier, will be
proved (cf. Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2). The idea of the proof is the
same as in standard Lie group theory. To explain it briefly, take any vector
h ¥H. Define
wh :=F
Diffgk(M)
Q(f) U(f) hm(df),
where Q is a continuous nonnegative function normalized in L1m with a
small support around the identity, and m is a measure with the above quasi-
invariance. Then, due to the smoothness of the Radon–Nikodym derivatives
of m with respect to left translations by the elements in Diff g(M), wh is a
C.-vector which converges to h whenever supp Q tends to the identity.
We will discuss the noncompact case in the last section. There we have
no quasi-invariant measures, so we will use an approximation procedure
based on the results of the previous sections. To be more precise, the
methods used here as follows. Take a relatively compact open set Mn, for
each n, such that
M1 …M1 …M2 … · · · …Mn …Mn …Mn+1 … · · · , Mn ‘M,
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and set
Diff g(Mn) :={f ¥Diff0(M) | ,{ft}0 [ t [ 1 : continuous path in Diff0(M)
such that f0=id, f1=f and supp ft ıMn -t ¥ [0, 1]}.
From what we have obtained, it follows that there exists a Diff g(Mn)-quasi-
invariant measure mn on Diff gkn(N, Mn) which consists of all Ckn diffeo-
morphisms on N with support on Mn which are homotopic to the identity,
where N is a compact manifold in which Mn is included. Thus, based on
the results in Section 2, it follows that for each n \ 1, a set
Hn :={h ¥H | h is a C.-vector on the actions of Exp v, v ¥ Vect(Mn)}
is dense in H, where Vect(Mn) is the space of all v ¥ Vect0(M) such that
supp v ıMn. For a given h ¥H and e=;.n=0 en > 0, first take h1 as an
approximate vector to h such that h1 ¥H3 and ||h−h1 ||H < e0. Next, when
we take h2 as a approximate vector to h1, we impose the following condi-
tions on h2: h2 ¥H4 and ||h1−h2 ||H < e1. In addition the difference between
h1 and h2 becomes smaller with respect to the actions of dU(v) uniformly,
where v runs through some neighbourhood of 0 in Vect(M2), and so on.
Thus we will find a C.-vector g satisfying ||g−h||H < e as the limit of {hn}n
(cf. Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.1).
Finally it should be noted that the result that we obtained above is, of
course, valid for inductive limits of finite dimensional Lie groups, and
could be proved more easily through the Haar measures in place of these
measures mn.
1. QUASI-INVARIANT MEASURES ON THE GROUP
OF DIFFEOMORPHISMS
1.1. Some basic notation and terminology. Let M —Md be a compact
manifold. Take a Riemannian metric on M, fix it and let NM — N, whether
it has a suffix or not, be the Riemannian connection. The group of all C.
diffeomorphisms on M and the Lie algebra of all C. vector fields on M
will be denoted by Diff(M) and Vect(M), respectively. We give two norms
on Vect(M), the first of which is Hilbertian. Denote the completions of
Vect(M) with respect to these norms by Vˆectk(M) and Vectk(M), respec-
tively.
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|||v|||k :=
= Ck
s=0
F
M
ON sv, N svP(x) lM(dx) (k \ 0), (1.1)
||v||k :=C
k
s=0
max
x ¥M
|N sv(x)| (k \ 0), (1.2)
where lM is a locally Euclidean, smooth, finite measure on M. After Omori
(cf. [13]), Diff(M) is a strong ILH- and ILB-Lie group modelled on
(Vect(M), Vˆectk(M), k \ d+4) and (Vect(M), Vectk(M), k \ 1), respec-
tively. This implies that
Diff(M)=3
k
Dˆiffk(M)=3
k
Diffk(M),
where Dˆiffk(M) and Diffk(M) are a C. Hilbert manifold and a C. Banach
manifold modelled on Vˆectk(M) and Vectk(M), respectively. One of the
coordinate maps defined on a neighborhood V of 0 in Vˆectk(M), say t, is
given by
t(v)(x) :=expx v(x) (x ¥M), (1.3)
where the last symbols mean the terminal point of a unit geodesic starting
at x in the direction v(x). It goes without saying that t is also a coordinate
map on Vectk(M). The topology on Diffk(M) is just the natural one
derived from uniform convergence of the maps together with their deriva-
tives of order less than or equal to k. Simply speaking, Diff(M) is a nuclear
Fréchet Lie group with the above norms. Its fundamental system of
neighbourhoods consists of the following sets:
t(U1 5 · · · 5 Us), Uk :={v ¥ Vect(M) | ||v||k < ek}
(s ¥ N, 1 [ k [ s, and ek > 0).
Let the connected component of the identity be denoted by Diff g(M).
Then, for every f in Diff g(M), there exists a continuous path {ft}0 [ t [ 1 in
Diff(M) such that f0=id, and f1=f.
Now let F be a closed set inM. Set
Dˆiffk(M, F) :={f ¥ Dˆiffk(M) | supp f ı F},
Vˆectk(M, F) :={v ¥ Vˆectk(M) | supp v ı F}.
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We will use similar notations on Diffk(M, F) and Vectk(M, F). From the
relation
t(V 5 Vˆectk(M, F))=t(V) 5 Dˆiffk(M, F), (1.4)
it follows that Dˆiffk(M, F) is also a C. Hilbert manifold modelled on
Vˆectk(M, F), and thanks to Sobolev’s lemma,
Dˆiff gk+d
g
(M, F) …Diff gk(M, F), (1.5)
where dg :=[d2]+1. Finally we will denote the connected components
of Dˆiffk(M, F) and Diffk(M, F) of the identity by Dˆiff gk(M, F) and
Diff gk(M, F), respectively. In particular, we will write Dˆiff gk(M) instead
of Dˆiff gk(M, M). In the same manner as above we have
Dˆiff gk(M, F)={f ¥ Dˆiffk(M, F) | ,{ft}0 [ t [ 1 :
continuous path in Dˆiffk(M, F) s.t., f0=id, f1=f}. (1.6)
1.2. Maps defined by Shavgulidze. Let U ı Rd be an open set and
f: UW f(U) a Ck diffeomorphism. Take any m, l, k ¥ N such that
3m [ l [ k. Shavgulidze (cf. [16] and [17]) defined a map AU, l, m(f) for
each h1, ..., hl ¥ Rd as
AU.l, m(f)(x)(h1, ..., hl)
:=
1
l!
C
s ¥Sl
C
m
i=0
ai “hs(1) · · ·“hs(i) df−1x (“hs(i+1) · · ·“hs(l) f(x)),
where ai (i=0, ..., m) is a real number which satisfies the following equa-
tions
C
m
i=0
ai=1, C
m
i=0
l−iCp−j iCjai=0 (0 [ -j < p, 1 [ -p [ m).
Of course iCj is the combinatorial number if i \ j, and is equal to 0 if j > i.
dfx is the differential of the map f at x, and “hf(x)=dfx(h). Note that
AU.l, m(f)(x)(h1, ..., hl) defines a Ck−l vector field on U for each fixed
h1, ..., hl.
Theorem 1.1. If f is a Ck+m diffeomorphism defined on f(U),
AU.l, m(f p f)(x)(h1, ..., hl)−AU.l, m(f)(x)(h1, ..., hl)
is a vector field of class Ck+m−l.
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Proof. It is derived from the chain rule and Leibniz’s formula (cf.
[17]).
Hereafter we shall always assume that
k \ 2l+d+4, 2l \ 3m.
According to Shavgulidze, we extend the previous map AU, 2l.m to a global
map A2l, m: Dˆiffk(M)W Vˆectk−2l(M) as follows:
A2l, m(f)(x) := C
d
i1=1
· · · C
d
il=1
C
n
i, j=1
rj(f(x)) ri(x)(dki)k −1i (x)
×AUi 5 k −1i (f −1(Vj)), 2l, m(k
−1
j p f p ki)
×(k−1i (x))(hi, i1 , hi, i1 , hi, i2 , hi, i2 , ..., hi, il , hi, il ),
where {(Vi, ki)}
n
i=1 is an atlas of M, {ri}
n
i=1 is a partition of unity
such that supp ri … Vi, Ui :=k−1i (Vi) and finally (dki)k −1i (x) (hi, 1), ...,
(dki)k −1i (x) (hi, d) is a linear base in the tangent space Tx(M).
Theorem 1.2. Put
B2l, m(f)(x) :=A2l, m(f)(x)−A2l, m(id)(x).
(1) Both maps A2l, m: Dˆiffk(M)W Vˆectk−2l(M) and B2l, m:
Dˆiffk(M, F)W Vˆectk−2l(M, F) are C..
(2) A2l, m(f p f)−A2l, m(f) ¥ Vˆectk+m−2l(M, F), whenever f ¥
Dˆiffk(M, F) and f ¥ Dˆiffk+m(M, F).
(3) Put L :=dA2l, m |f=id. Then L is a differential operator of elliptic
type on Vect(M) with C. coefficients.
Proof. (1) and (2) are obtained from some computations and from
Theorem 1.1. For the proof of (3) set
L(v) :=dA2l, m |f=id(v) (v ¥ Vˆectk(M)).
For brevity let us use the following temporary notations:
y :=k−1i (x), ft(y) :=k
−1
j p t(tv) p ki(y),
U :=Ui 5 k−1i (Vj), and ks :=hi, is (1 [ s [ l).
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It is easy to see that (d/dt)|t=0 AU, 2l, m(ft)(y)(k1, k1, ..., kl, kl) is a differ-
ential operator on Vect(M) with C. coefficients, and the term of order 2l,
which is the highest part, is given by
1
(2l)!
C
s ¥S2l
C
m
s=0
as((df0)y)−1 (“ks(1) · · ·“ks(2l) dk−1j (v(x)))
=dk−1i p dkj(“k1“k1 · · ·“kl“kl dk−1j (v(x))).
Hence
dA2l, m(v)(x)= C
d
i1=1
· · · C
d
il=1
C
n
i, j=1
rj(x) ri(x)(dkj)k −1j (x) “k1“k1
· · ·“kl“kl dk−1j (v(x))+R2l, m(v)(x),
where the last term in the above equality is of order less than 2l. Now take
any v ¥ Vˆectk(M) and j ¥ C.(M) which satisfy v(x) ] 0, j(x)=0 and
dj(x) ] 0. Then
“k1“k1 · · ·“kl“kl dk−1j ((j2lv)(x))
=(2l)! D
l
s=1
{djx p dki(ks)}2 (dk−1j )x (v(x)).
It follows that
L(j2lv)(x)=(2l)! C
n
i=1
C
d
i1=1
· · · C
d
il=1
ri(x) D
l
s=1
{djx p dki(hi, is )}2 v(x).
The linear independence of dki(hi, j) (j=1, ..., d) leads to djx p dki(hi, i0 ) ] 0
for some i0, and therefore the term corresponding to i1=i2=·· ·=il=i0
in the above equality is positive. Thus we get L(j2lv)(x) ] 0. L
1.3. A version of the Hodge theorem in the framework of the Sobolev
spaces. Let Hkp(M) be the Sobolev space of order k consisting of p-forms
on M, and let L be a differential operator of elliptic type of order l with C.
coefficients on the space of p-forms.
Theorem 1.3.
Hkp(M)=L(H
k+l
p (M)) À ker Lg
Hkp(M)=L
g(Hk+lp (M)) À ker L,
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where À means the orthogonal decomposition defined by the L2-norm with
respect to the volume form on the compact Riemannian manifold M, when M
is orientable. On the other hand, if M is not orientable, the orthogonal
decomposition is defined by an inner product on Hkp(M) defined by
Ow1, w2PM :=Odpw1, dpw2PM˜,
where (M˜, p) is the double covering of M, p is the natural projection, and
O · , ·PM˜ is the inner product that defines the L2-structure on M˜. Further, Lg is
the formal adjoint operator of L with respect to the inner product.
Proof. The essential parts come from some properties of elliptic opera-
tors on the Sobolev spaces of functions on Rd. For details, see [18]. L
Put
Hkp(M, F) :={w ¥Hkp(M) | supp w ı F} (k \ dg).
Lemma 1.1. L(Hk+lp (M, F)) is relatively closed in H
k
p(M, F) with
respect to the L2-norm. Hence L(Hk+lp (M, F)) is also closed with respect to
the Sobolev norm and is a Hilbert space.
Proof. Take any w ¥ ClL
2
(L(Hk+lp (M, F)) 5Hkp(M, F)) and a sequence
{wn}n … L(Hk+lp (M, F)) such that ||w−wn ||L2 Q 0 (nQ.). Further, for
each n, take gn ¥Hk+lp (M, F) such that wn=L(gn). We may assume that
gn ¥ (ker L 5Hk+lp (M, F)) + 5Hk+lp (M, F), where the orthogonal comple-
ment is taken with respect to the L2-inner product. Now {||gn ||L2}n is bounded,
which is an easy consequence of Rellich’s lemma. Again from Rellich’s
lemma, there exists a convergent subsequence of {gn}n in L2. To economize
on symbols, let {gn}n itself converge to some g in L2. Then
Ow, fPL2= lim
nQ.
OL(gn), fPL2=Og, Lg(f)PL2.
Hence g is a weak solution of L(g)=w. On the other hand, the first
relation in Theorem 1.3 leads to
w=L(q)+p, (1.7)
where q ¥Hk+lp (M) and p ¥ ker Lg. It is an immediate consequence of the
assumption on w that p=0. Thus we have L(q−g)=0. In particular g−q
is smooth, and therefore g ¥Hk+lp (M, F). L
Note that ker L and ker Lg have finite dimensions. From now on we will
apply the results above to the space of 1-forms and identify Hk1(M) with
Vˆectk(M) via the Riemannian metric onM.
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1.4. Definition of a fundamental map A. This step is devoted to the
definition of a fundamental map A. Put
L :=dA2l, m |f=id.
As we have seen, L(Vˆectk+2l(M, F)) is a closed subspace of the Hilbert
space Vˆectk(M, F) equipped with the Sobolev norm. Denote the orthogo-
nal projection by pk1 . Next, take a complete orthonormal system e1, ..., es in
ker L 5 Vˆectk(M, F) with respect to the L2-inner product and put
pk2 : v ¥ Vˆect(M, F)W C
s
i=1
Ov, eiPL2 ei ¥ ker L 5 Vˆectk(M, F).
Now define
A(f) :=(pk−2l1 (B2l, m(f)), p
k
2(t
−1(f))) (f ¥ t(V 5 Vˆectk(M, F))).
Recall that V, an open neighbourhood of 0 in Vˆectk(M), is the domain
of t (see the sentence right before (1.3)). Then A is a C. map from
t(V5 Vˆectk(M, F)) to X—Xk, l :=L(Vˆectk(M, F))×(ker L5 Vˆectk(M, F))
and
dA|f=id(v)=(L(v), p
k
2(v)).
It is easy to see that dA|f=id is injective. Moreover it is surjective, because,
for every w ¥ L(Vˆectk(M, F)) and for every q ¥ ker L 5 Vˆectk(M, F),
v defined by
v :=q+vŒ−pk2(vŒ)
(where L(vŒ)=w) belongs to Vˆectk(M, F) and satisfies
L(v)=w and pk2(v)=q.
Hence, by virtue of the inverse function theorem on Banach manifolds, we
have the following result.
Theorem 1.4. There exists an open neighbourhood V (0)k ( ı V 5
Vˆectk(M, F)) of 0 in Vˆectk(M, F) such that A gives a C. diffeomorphism
from t(V(0)k ) to an open neighbourhood A(t(V
(0)
k )) of 0 in X.
Hereafter we shall always assume that
k \ 2l+d+4, 2l \ 3m and m=3dg+2.
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Then the injection Vˆectk+m−2−2l(M)W Vˆectk−2l(M) is a nuclear map as a
product of two Hilbert–Schmidt maps, so the same is true of a map
i: Vˆectk+m−2−d
g−2l(M, F)W Vˆectk−2l(M, F).
Take an open neighbourhood V (1)k of 0 in Vˆect
k(M, F) which satisfies
t(V (1)k )
3 … t(V (0)k ), and t(V(1)k )−1=t(V (1)k ).
Now set for every f ¥ Dˆiffk+m(M, F) 5 t(V (1)k )
Af :=A p Lf p A−1 on A(t(V (1)k )), (1.8)
where of course Lf is the left translation by f. Af is a Cm map on X, and
it is also a Cm diffeomorphism. Let us write Af explicitly by using
the variables (g, r) ¥X — L(Vˆectk(M, F))×(ker L 5 Vˆectk(M, F)) in the
following form:
Af(g, r) :=(g+F
1
f(g, r), F
2
f(g, r)). (1.9)
Then for every f :=A−1(g, r) we have
g+F1f(g, r)=p
k−2l
1 (B2l, m(f p f)), g=pk−2l1 (B2l, m(f)) and
F2f(g, r)=p
k
2(t
−1(f p f)).
It follows from Theorem 1.2 that
B2l, m(f p f)−B2l, m(f) ¥ Vˆectk+m−2l(M, F), and
F1f(g, r) ¥ pk−2l1 (Vˆectk+m−2l(M, F)).
Next consider a map
Q :=pk−2l1 p i : Vˆectk+m−2−d
g−2l(M, F)W L(Vˆectk(M, F)),
and take the closure image(Q) of image(Q) in L(Vˆectk(M, F)). Let us use
a letter Q1 instead of Q when Q is regarded as an image(Q)-valued map.
Q1 is nuclear and has a dense range. HenceT1 :=`Q1Qg1 is a strictly positive
definite nuclear operator on image(Q), and we have Q1=T1 p U, where
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U: Vˆectk+m−2−d
g−2l(M, F)W image(Q) is a bounded operator. Take an
arbitrary strictly positive-definite nuclear operator T2 on image(Q) + , and
set
Tx :=T1x1+T2x2 (x=x1+x2, x1 ¥ image(Q), x2 ¥ image(Q) + ).
Then Q=T p U and therefore
F1f(g, r)=T p U(B2l, m(f p f)−B2l, m(f)).
Since a map
f ¥ Dˆiffk(M, F)W B2l, m(f p f)−B2l, m(f) ¥ Vˆectk+m−2−d
g−2l(M, F)
belongs to class C1, so does a map defined by
f1f(g, r) :=U p (A2l, m(f p f)−A2l, m(f)) : XW L(Vˆectk(M, F)).
On the other hand, F2f(g, r) is a map of class C
m. We summarize these
results in the next theorem.
Theorem 1.5. For every f ¥ Dˆiffk+m(M, F) 5 t(V (1)k ) and Af defined by
(1.8) (and (1.9)), Af is a Cm diffeomorphism defined on A(t(V
(1)
k )), and there
exist a strictly positive-definite nuclear operator T on L(Vˆectk(M, F)) and
an L(Vˆectk(M, F))-valued C1 map f1f defined on X such that F
1
f(g, r)=
T p f1f(g, r).
1.5. Gaussian measures on Hilbert spaces. Now let us introduce a
basic measure into our arguments. As we have seen, Q :=pk−2l1 p
i: Vˆectk+m−2−d
g−2l(M, F)WH :=L(Vˆectk(M, F)) is a nuclear map and is
decomposed by using a strictly positive-definite nuclear operator T on H.
It is well known that there exists a centered Gaussian measure gT with the
variance operator T on H, whose characteristic function takes the form
gˆT(x) 1 :=F
H
exp(`−1 Ox, yPH) gT(dy)2=exp(−12 OTx, xPH).
Theorem 1.6. Let X :=H×R s( ¦ (g, r)), where H is a real separable
Hilbert space and s ¥ N. Suppose that
F(g, r) :=(g+Tf1(g, r), f2(g, r))
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is a C1 diffeomorphism from an open set U in X to F(U), where f1 is a C1
map from X to H and T is a strictly positive-definite nuclear operator on H.
Then for every Borel set B ı U,
gR é l(F(B))=F
B
exp(−Og, f1(g, r)PH−
1
2 OTf1(g, r), f1(g, r)PH)
× |det(dF(g, r))| gT é l(dg, dr),
where l is the Lebesgue measure on R s and
det(dF(g, r)) := lim
nQ.
det(Pn dF(g, r) | Xn)
(the limit surely exists at every point in U),
Pn is the natural projection from X to Xn :=Sp{gk×R s (k=1, ..., n)} and
finally {gk}k are eigenvectors of T
Tg :=C
.
k=1
ykOg, gkPHgk (y1 \ y2 \ · · · \ yn \ · · · > 0).
Of course there are more fundamental formulas for nonlinear transfor-
mations of Gaussian measures, and they are now actively studied by many
mathematicians. One of these theorems was given in [17]. The above
theorem is a simple version of that result.
Now let us apply the result above to our case. That is,
H=L(Vˆectk(M, F)), R s=ker L 5 Vˆectk(M, F) and F=Af.
Theorem 1.7. For every Borel set B ı A(t(V (1)k )),
gT é l(Af(B))=F
B
exp(−Og, f1f(g, r)PH−
1
2 OF
1
f(g, r), f
1
f(g, r)PH)
× |det((dAf)(g, r))| gT é l(dg, dr). (1.10)
1.6. Definition of a desired measure. We are now ready to define a
desired measure. Put
m(E) :=gT é l(A(E)) (E ı t(V(1)k )).
Theorem 1.8. There exists a neighbourhood V (2)k ( ı V (1)k ) of 0 in
Vˆectk(M, F) such that for every Borel set E ı t(V(2)k ),
m(Eı Lf(E))Q 0, whenever fQ id in Dˆiffk+m(M, F).
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Proof. It is established by somewhat lengthy but elementary calcula-
tions using standard techniques in measure theory.
The detailed proof is as follows. First we state the following lemma. It is
an immediate consequence of a theorem whose statements are the same as
in Theorem 1.6 except for the finite dimensional components r ¥ R s and l.
Lemma 1.2. Let H be a real separable Hilbert space, B a bounded
operator on H, and let T be a strictly positive-definite nuclear operator on H
such that
Tx :=C
.
n=1
ynOx, hnP hn, y1 \ · · · \ yn \ · · · > 0, and C
.
n=1
yn <..
Assume that Id+TB is invertible. Then the limit
det(Id+TB) := lim
nQ.
det(Id+PnTB |Hn)
exists, where Hn :=Sp{h1, ..., hn} and Pn: HWHn is the natural projection.
Moreover the following formula holds true for the Gaussian measure gT on H
and for each fixed continuous nonnegative bounded function a – 0 on H with
a bounded support.
F
H
a((Id+TB)−1 x) gT(x)
=|det(Id+TB)| ·F
H
a(x) exp(−OBx, xPH−
1
2 OTBx, BxPH) gT(dx).
(1.11)
Lemma 1.3. Under the same notation as in Lemma 1.2,
(1) det(Id+TB) is bounded on a domain ||B|| [ r for each fixed r > 0.
(2) |det(Id+TB)| is a continuous function of B with respect to the
operator norm.
Proof. They are easily obtained from (1.11).
Returning to our case, we find from Lemma 1.2, that det((dAf)(g, r)) can
be expressed in the following form with the Gaussian measure gT˜ on X,
where T˜ is a nuclear operator defined by T˜(g, r) :=(Tg, r), and with a
continuous nonnegative bounded function a – 0 on X with a bounded
support.
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|det((dAf)(g, r))|=I1 · I
−1
2 , (1.12)
I1 :=F
X
a((dAf)
−1
(g, r) (gŒ, rŒ)) gT˜(dgŒ, drŒ),
I2 :=F
X
a(gŒ, rŒ) exp(−O(df1f)(g, r) (gŒ, rŒ), gŒPH
−O(dF2f)(g, r) (gŒ, rŒ)−rŒ, rŒPker L 5 Vˆectk(M, F))
× exp(−12 O(T df
1
f)(g, r) (gŒ, rŒ), (df1f)(g, r) (gŒ, rŒ)PH
− 12 ||(dF
2
f)(g, r) (gŒ, rŒ)−rŒ||2ker L 5 Vˆectk(M, F)) gT˜(dgŒ, drŒ),
where H :=L(Vˆectk(M, F)).
Hereafter we will denote the integrand in (1.10) by rf(g, r). Note that
f1f(g, r) is a map of class C
1 from X× Dˆiffk+m(M, F) to L(Vˆectk(M, F))
and that F2f(g, r) is a map of class C
m on X× Dˆiffk+m(M, F). Hence there
exists a neighbourhood t(W(1)) of id in Dˆiffk+m(M, F) (W(1) … V (1)k ), a
neighbourhood t(U (1)1 ) of id in Dˆiff
k(M, F) (U (1)1 ı V (1)k ) and a positive
constant K1 such that the following inequalities hold for all f ¥ t(W (1)) and
all (g, r) ¥ A(t(U(1)1 )),
||f1f(g, r)||H, ||(df
1
f)(g, r) ||op, ||(dF
2
f)(g, r) ||op [K1.
Thus, it follows from Lemma 1.3 and (1.12) that |det(dAf)(g, r) | is bounded
on A(t(U (1)1 ))×t(W
(1)), and we have that
|rf(g, r)| [ ,M exp(K1 ||g||H)
on this region. The last function is summable with respect to gT é
l(dg, dr), since we may assume that A(t(U (1)1 )) is bounded in X. It follows
from the bounded convergence theorem and (2) in Lemma 1.3 that
F
A(t(U(1)1 ))
|rf(g, r)−1| gT(dg) l(dr)Q 0,
whenever fQ id in Dˆiffk+m(M, F).
Take sufficiently small neighbourhoods U (2)1 , U
(3)
1 of 0 in Vˆect
k(M, F)
such that
U (3)1 ı U (2)1 ı U (1)1 , t(U (2)1 ) t(U(2)1 ) ı t(U (1)1 ),
t(U(3)1 ) t(U
(3)
1 ) ı t(U(2)1 ), t(U(3)1 )−1=t(U (3)1 ).
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From now on, to the end of this proof, we always assume that f belongs to
Dˆiffk+m(M, F) 5 t(U (3)1 ). Then for every Borel set E ı t(U (3)1 ),
m(Eı Lf(E))=gT é l(A(Eı Lf(E)))
=gT é l(A(E)ı AfA(E)).
Given e > 0, take a closed set F and an open set G in X which satisfy
F ı A(E) ı G ı A(t(U(3)1 )) and gT é l(G0F) < e,
and take a continuous function s on X such that
0 [ s [ 1, s=1 on F and s=0 on Gc.
Then
m(Eı Lf(E)) [ F
X
|qA(E)(g, r) s(g, r)| gT é l(dg, dr)
+F
X
|s(g, r)−sf(g, r)| gT é l(dg, dr)
+F
X
|sf(g, r)−qAf(A(E))(g, r)| gT é l(dg, dr), (1.13)
where the function sf is defined by
sf(g, r)=˛s(Af −1(g, r)), if (g, r) ¥ Af(A(t(U(3)1 )))
0, otherwise.
It is easy to see that
|s(g, r)−sf(g, r)| [ qA(t(U(2)1 ))(g, r)|s(g, r)−s(Af −1(g, r))|,
so the second term in the right hand side in (1.13) converges to 0 according
to fQ id in Dˆiffk+m(M, F). Further the sum of the first and the last terms
is dominated by
F
A(t(U(1)1 ))
|rf(g, r)−1| gT é l(dg, dr)+ze.
Consequently, for every Borel set E in t(V (2)k ), where we put V
(2)
k :=U
(3)
1 ,
we see that m(Eı Lf(E))Q 0, whenever fQ id in Dˆiffk+m(M, F). L
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Finally, take a countable dense set {fi}i from Dˆiff gk+m(M, F) and define
m˜(B) :=C
.
i=1
aim(Lfi (B) 5 t(V(2)k )) (B ı Dˆiff gk(M, F)),
where ai > 0 (i=1, 2, ...), and ;.i=1 ai=1.
Theorem 1.9. m˜ is a Dˆiff gk+m(M, F)-quasi-invariant and a continuous
measure on Dˆiff gk(M, F), where m=3dg+2 and 3m [ (2l) [ k−d−4.
Proof. It is clear that m˜(B)=0 if and only if m(Lfi (B) 5 t(V (2)k ))=0 for
all i. Now let f ¥ Dˆiff gk+m(M, F). Take a subsequence {fij}j that con-
verges to f and put jj :=fijf
−1. Then, using Theorem 1.8
|m(Lfij (B) 5 t(V
(2)
k ))−m(Lf(B) 5 t(V (2)k ))|
[ m((Lfij (B)ı Lf(B)) 5 t(V
(2)
k ))
=m((Ljj (Lf(B))ı Lf(B)) 5 t(V (2)k ))
[ m(Ljj (Lf(B) 5 t(V (2)k ))ı Lf(B) 5 t(V(2)k ))
+m(Ljj (t(V
(2)
k ))ı t(V(2)k ))Q 0 (jQ.).
Therefore, m(Lf(B) 5 t(V (2)k ))=0, whenever m˜(B)=0. This shows the
quasi-invariance. To check the continuity it is enough to show that
-B, -i, m(Lfi (Bı Lf(B)) 5 t(V (2)k ))Q 0,
whenever fQ id in Dˆiffk+m(M, F). Put
E :=Lfi (B) and k :=fiff
−1
i .
Then
m(Lfi (Bı Lf(B)) 5 t(V (2)k ))
=m((Eı Lk(E)) 5 t(V (2)k ))
[ m(Lk(E 5 t(V(2)k ))ı E 5 t(V(2)k ))
+m(Lk(E 5 t(V (2)k ))ı Lk(E) 5 t(V (2)k ))
[ m(Lk(E 5 t(V(2)k ))ı E 5 t(V(2)k ))
+m(Lk(t(V
(2)
k ))ı t(V(2)k ))Q 0 (fQ id). L
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2. EXISTENCE AND DENSENESS OF C.-VECTORS
Let M be a compact manifold. Suppose we have a continuous unitary
representation (U,H) of Dˆiff go(M, F) for some o ¥ N (we take a
Riemannian metric and fix it). Take k so large that k \ o.
Also, take a C. function r — ra, b (0 < a < b) on [0,.) such that
0 [ r [ 1, r=1 on [0, a], r=0 on [b,.),
and define a function Q˜ on X by
Q˜(g, r) :=r(||(g, r)||2X)/C,
where C is a normalization constant such that >X Q˜(g, r) gT(dg) l(dr)=1,
and || · ||X is the natural norm. Finally put
Q(f) — Qa, b(f) :=Q˜(Af) (f ¥ t(V (2)k )).
Theorem 2.1. For every h ¥H, define
wh — wa, bh :=F
t(V(2)k )
Qa, b(f) U(f) h m(df).
Then wa, bh is a C
.-vector of the representation (U,H), and wa, bh converges to
h, whenever a, b tend to 0.
Proof. Needless to say,
`−1 dU(v) h :=d
dt
:
t=0
U(Exp tv) h,
where v ¥ Vect(M, F) :={v ¥ Vect(M) | supp v ı F}, and {Exp tv}t ¥ R are
the diffeomorphisms generated by v. h is said to be a C.-vector of (U,H)
if and only if dU(v1)( · · · (dU(vn) h)) exists for every n and v1, ..., vn ¥
Vect(M, F). Thus, to complete the proof, it is enough to see that for every
n and every s( [ n), U(Exp(t1v1) · · ·Exp(tnvn)) is s-times continuously
differentiable with respect to t :=(t1, ..., tn) on a neighbourhood of 0.
Hereafter, we always assume that supp Qa, b … t(V (2)k ). Put
ft :=Exp(t1v1) p · · · p Exp(tnvn), and
kt :=Exp(−tnvn) p · · · p Exp(−t1v1).
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Then
U(kt) wh=F
A(t(V(2)k ))
Q(A−1(g, r)) U(kt p A−1(g, r)) h gT é l(dg, dr),
and for sufficiently small |t| :=|t1 |+· · ·+|tn |,
U(kt) wh=F
A(t(V(3)k ))
Q(A−1Aft (g, r)) rft (g, r) U(A
−1(g, r)) h gT é l(dg, dr),
(2.1)
where V (3)k :=U
(2)
1 , which was already given in the proof of Theorem 1.8.
Thus to prove the above assertion, we must check the derivatives of
Q(A−1Aft (g, r)) and rft (g, r) with respect to t. By taking a smaller neigh-
bourhood, if necessary, we may assume that V (3)k itself is bounded in
Vˆectk(M, F).
Now let us consider first the derivatives of rft (g, r), and recall the
definition of f1ft and F
2
ft
. Namely
f1ft (g, r)=U(A2l, m(ft p f)−A2l, m(f)), (2.2)
where A2l, m(ft p f)−A2l, m(f) ¥ Vˆectk+m−2l(M, F), and
F2ft (g, r)=p
k
2 p t−1(ft p f), (2.3)
where f :=A−1(g, r). It is not hard to see that f (1)ft (g, r) and F
2
ft
(g, r) are
infinitely differentiable with respect to t based on the action of ft on the
left and the properties of the exponential maps. Moreover, there exists
d1 > 0 such that
||“ stf1ft (g, r)||H and ||“
s
tF
2
ft
(g, r)||ker L 5 Vˆectk(M, F) are bounded (2.4)
for every |t| < d1 and for every (g, r) in the domain of integration. Thus on
the first term in rft (g, r), that is,
exp(−Og, f1ft (g, r)PH−
1
2 OTf
1
ft
(g, r), f1ft (g, r)PH)
its derivatives are also bounded and continuous. On the second term in rft ,
namely |det((dA)ft (g, r))|, we choose s(g, r) :=r(||(g, r)||
2
X) — CQ˜(g, r) as
the function a in (1.11) and rewrite it as
I1(t, g, r)
:=F
X
s(gŒ+T(df1kt ) Aft(g, r) (gŒ, rŒ), (dF
2
kt
) Aft(g, r) (gŒ, rŒ)) gT˜(dgŒ, drŒ)
(since (g, r) ¥ A(t(V (3)k )), we see that the support of the above integrand is
bounded provided |t| is sufficiently small)
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I2(t, g, r) :=F
X
exp(−O(df1ft )(g, r) (gŒ, rŒ), gŒPH
−O(dF2ft )(g, r) (gŒ, rŒ)−rŒ, rŒPker L 5 Vˆectk(M, F))
× exp(−12 OT(df
1
ft
)(g, r) (gŒ, rŒ), (df1ft )(g, r) (gŒ, rŒ)PH
− 12 ||(dF
2
ft
)(g, r) (gŒ, rŒ)−rŒ||2ker L 5 Vˆectk(M, F)) ·s(gŒ, rŒ) gT˜(dgŒ, drŒ).
Then by the preceding arguments, I2(t, g, r)−1 is bounded for every
(g, r) ¥ A(t(V (3)k )) and for every |t| < ,d2.
Next let us consider “ st(df1ft )(g, r) and “
s
t(dF
2
ft
)(g, r). Since
(df1ft )(g, r) (gŒ, rŒ)=
d
dy
:
y=0
U(A2l, m(ft p A−1(g+ygŒ, r+yrŒ))
−A2l, m(A−1(g+ygŒ, r+yrŒ))),
we change f=A−1(g, r) to fy=A−1(g+ygŒ, r+yrŒ) and apply the same
procedure as before. Then we see that
||“ st(df1ft )(g, r) (gŒ, rŒ)||H is bounded
for every (g, r) ¥ A(t(V (3)k )), every |t| < ,d3 and every (gŒ, rŒ) in each fixed
bounded domain (if necessary, we may impose from the start the following
condition on V (3)k :
sup
||(gŒ, rŒ)||X [ 1
||dRf−1(dA−1)A(f) (gŒ, rŒ)||Vectk(M, F) [M for every f ¥ t(V (3)k ),
where of course Rf is the right translation by f, and M is a positive
constant). The same estimate holds for ||“ st(dF2ft )(g, r) (gŒ, rŒ)||ker L 5 Vˆectk(M, F).
Based on the above arguments, “ st |det(dAft (g, r))| surely exists and is
bounded and continuous on the domain of integration. Therefore the same
conclusions hold for rft (g, r).
Finally, consider the function Q(A−1Aft (g, r)). We have
Q(A−1Aft (g, r))=Q˜(Aft (g, r))=C
−1r(||(g+F1ft (g, r), F
2
ft
(g, r))||2X).
It follows from (2.4) that “ stQ(A−1Aft (g, r)) is continuous and bounded on
the same region.
Consequently, the sth derivative of the integrand is continuous and
bounded on the domain of integration for every |t| <min(d1, d2, d3). This
shows that wa, bh is a C
.-vector. The remainder of the proof is obvious. L
In particular, if F=M, we get the following result.
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Corollary 2.2. Suppose that we have a unitary representation (U,H)
of Diff g(M). If (U,H) has a continuous extension to some larger group
Dˆiff go(M) or equivalently to Diff go(M), then the set of C.-vectors is dense
in H.
Now for a given unitary representation (U,H) of Dˆiff go(M, F), there
exists a self-adjoint operator dU(v) on H for each v ¥ Vect(M, F) such
that
U(Exp tv)=exp(`−1 t dU(v))
for all t ¥ R.
Theorem 2.3. The restriction of `−1 dU( · ) to the set H.U of
C.-vectors of the representation (which is denoted by the same letter) is
actually a linear representation of the Lie algebra Vect(M, F). To explain it
more precisely, we have
dU(tv)=t dU(v) (2.5)
dU(u+v)=dU(u)+dU(v) (2.6)
`−1 dU([u, v])=`−1 dU(u)`−1 dU(v)−`−1 dU(v)`−1 dU(u)
(2.7)
on H.F for every u, v ¥ Vect(M, F) and every t ¥ R, where [u, v] :=vu−uv
is the commutator of v and u.
Proof. There is no problem with (2.5). Concerning (2.6) and (2.7), if
they are valid on a dense subset of H.U , then the same is true on the whole
of H.U by the self-adjointness of dU( · ). Thus to complete the proof, it is
enough to admit the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Using the same notations as, in Theorem 2.1, we have
dU(u+v) wh=dU(u) wh+dU(v) wh (2.8)
`−1 dU([u, v]) wh=`−1 dU(u)`−1 dU(v) wh
−`−1 dU(v)`−1 dU(u) wh. (2.9)
Proof. Easily carried out by direct computations.
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3. SMOOTH VECTORS IN THE NONCOMPACT CASE
3.1. Basic notation and terminology. Let M —Md be a noncompact C.
manifold and K be a compact subset in M. Take a relatively compact open
set O which includes K. Further we choose a compact manifold without
boundary N —Nd which satisfies
K … O … O¯ …N. (3.1)
As usual we take a Riemannian metric on M, fix it and give a Riemannian
metric on N coinciding on O with the one induced fromM, so that
NM | O=NN | O. (3.2)
Given a locally Euclidean, smooth, finite measure lM on M, there exists a
measure of the same kind lN on N such that
lM | O=lN | O. (3.3)
Hereafter, for a given compact set K and lM, we always take such a
Riemannian compact manifold N and a measure lN on N. With the same
notation as in Section 1, we set
Diffk(N, K) :={f ¥Diffk(N) | supp f ıK} (3.4)
Dˆiffk(N, K) :={f ¥ Dˆiffk(N) | supp f ıK}. (3.5)
A fundamental system of neighbourhoods of identity in Diffk(N, K)
consists of {t(U)}U, where
U :=3v ¥ Vectk(N) | ||v||k :=Ck
s=0
max
x ¥K
|N sMv(x)| < e, supp v ıK4 . (3.6)
Of course the system is independent of a particular choice of such an N,
and so is the connected component Diff gk(N, K) of the identity. It goes
without saying that the same results hold for Dˆiffk(N, K).
Now take the group Diff0(M) of all C. diffeomorphisms on M with
compact support. It is the union of Diff(K) :={f ¥Diff0(M) | supp f ıK}
equipped with the natural topology yK derived from uniform convergence
of the maps together with their all derivatives. Since Diff(K) has arcwise
connected neighbourhoods, it follows that the connected component
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Diff g(K) of the identity of Diff(K) is also arcwise connected. More pre-
cisely,
Diff g(K) :={f ¥Diff(K) | ,{ft}0 [ t [ 1 : continuous path in Diff(K) s.t.,
f0=id, f1=f}. (3.7)
It is clear that {(Diff(K), yK)}K form an inductive system, and the induc-
tive limit topology y is defined on Diff0(M). It is easy to see that the
connected component Diff g0 (M) of the identity is also arcwise connected
and that
Diff g0 (M)=0
K
Diff g(K). (3.8)
In this section we will consider continuous unitary representations (U,H)
of (Diff g0 (M), y) and impose the following fundamental assumption (FAP)
on (U,H).
(FAP) -K: compact set in M, ,s — s(K) ¥ N, s.t., U |Diff g(K) is con-
tinuous with respect to the induced topology from Diff s(N, K) described by
(3.6). That is, U is continuous with the topology derived from uniform
convergence of the maps together with their derivatives of order less than
or equal to s.
U has a unique extension to the Diff s(N, K)-closure CL s(Diff g(K)).
Take relatively compact open setsMn(n ¥ N) which satisfy
M1 …M1 …M2 … · · · …Mn …Mn …Mn+1 … · · · , Mn ‘M.
It is clear that
Dˆiff gs+d
g
(N, Mn) …Diff gs(N, M¯n) … CL s(Diff g(Mn+1)).
It follows that (U,H) also extends to Dˆiff gkn(N, M¯n) as (Un,H):
Un |Diff g(M¯n)=U |Diff g(M¯n), (3.9)
where kn :=sn+1+dg and sn+1 is the number corresponding to s in (FAP),
when one takesMn+1 as K. Of course, we may assume that
k1 [ k2 [ · · · [ kn [ · · · .
Our main result in this section is the following.
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Theorem 3.1. Suppose that a unitary representation (U,H) of
Diff g0 (M) is given such that it satisfies the assumption (FAP). Then the set of
C.-vectors, on the actions Exp v, v ¥ Vect0(M) consisting of all C. vector
fields with compact support, is dense in H.
Recall that for every h ¥H, wh described in Theorem 2.1, in which a
quasi-invariant measure mn on Dˆiff gk(N, Mn) is used, is a smooth vector on
the actions Exp v, v ¥ Vect(Mn) :={v ¥ Vect0(M) | supp v ıMn}. We call
these wh a vector of type m
k
n(h).
The proof of this theorem will require somewhat complicated discus-
sions, because we have no Diff g0 (M)-quasi-invariant measures on any
group of Ck diffeomorphisms with compact support, as is easily seen.
3.2. Adjoint representation. In this subsection we assume again that N
is a compact Riemannian manifold and put
Gq :=Diffq(N), Gq :=Vectq(N), (q \ 1).
We will list some propositions below (cf. [14]) for our later discussion.
Let f ¥ Gq+1 and g ¥ Gq. Then a map
g ¥ GqW fgf−1 ¥ Gq
is continuously differentiable, so Ad(f) is defined in the usual manner as
Ad(f) v :=
d
dt
:
t=0
fc(t) f−1 (v ¥ Gq),
where d/dt|t=0 c(t)=v. It is clear that Ad(f) is a bounded operator on Gq
and
Ad(f1) Ad(f2)=Ad(f1f2). (3.10)
Proposition 3.1. For every v ¥ G2 and for every f ¥ G2,
(Ad(f) v)(x)=(df)(v(f−1(x))) for -x ¥N and
Exp(Ad(f) v)=f p Exp(v) p f−1.
Proof. It is easy. We omit it.
Next, for a given v ¥ Gq, a map
f ¥ GqW dRf(v) ¥ TGq
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is continuous, where Rf is the right translation by f and TGq is the tangent
bundle of Gq, and
M: (g, h) ¥ Gq+1×GqW gh ¥ Gq
is a C1 map. Hence
dM( · , · )( · , · ): TGq+1×TGq W TGq
is continuous, and therefore
f ¥ Gq+1W dM(f, f −1)(0, dRf−1(v))=Ad(f) v
is continuous. Further a map
(f, g) ¥ Gq+1×Gq+1W fgf−1 ¥ Gq
is continuously differentiable. Thus we have obtained the following results.
Proposition 3.2. (1) For each fixed v ¥ Gq, a map
f ¥ Gq+1W Ad(f) v ¥ Gq
is continuous.
(2) Given e > 0, there exists a neighbourhood U of id in Gq+1 such that
||Ad(f)− Id||Gq+1W Gq < e
for every f ¥ U.
Finally, let us denote the operator norm of Ad(f) by ||Ad(f)||q, and set
F rj :={f ¥Diffr(N) | ||Ad(f)||q [ j} for -r \ q+1 and -j ¥ N.
F rj is closed according to (1) in Proposition 3.2 and we have G
r=1.j=1 F rj .
It follows from Baire’s theorem that some F rj0 has an interior point f0.
Thus, there exists a neighbourhood W r of id in G r such that f ¥W r implies
||Ad(ff0)||q [ j0. We summarize this result as follows.
Proposition 3.3. Let r \ q+1. Then ||Ad( · )||q is bounded on a neigh-
bourhood of id in G r.
3.3. Proof of Theorem 3.1. For the proof we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Given h ¥H and e > 0 with a positive sequence {en}n such
that ;.n=0 en=e, there exist hn ¥H and pn ¥ N (pn \ kn+2+1) (n=1, 2, ...)
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which satisfy the following conditions (recall that {kn}n were defined in terms
of (3.9)):
(c.1) ||h−h1 ||H < e0.
(c.2) hnis a vector of type m
ln
n+2(hn−1) where h0 :=h and ln is a natural
number being not less than kn+2+dg+2.
(c.3) For each n \ 2 and for each pair (k, n) that satisfies
1 [ k [ n−1, there exists an open set Mk+1, n such that
Mk+1 …Mk+1, n …Mk+1, n …Mk+2
and
max
1 [ s [ k
sup{||dU(v1) · · · dU(vs) hn ||H | vi ¥ Vect(Mk+1, n),
||vi ||pk [ 1 (i=1, ..., s)} <..
(c.4) For every n \ 1
||hn+1−hn ||H+C
n
k=1
max
1 [ s [ k
sup{||dU(v1) · · · dU(vs)(hn+1−hn)||H |
vi ¥ Vect(Mk+1), ||vi ||pk+1 [ 1 (i=1, ..., s))} < en.
Proof.
Step 1. Take any l1 \ k3+dg+2 and N ‡ M¯3, and put
h1 :=F
W
Qa, b(f) U3(f) hm1(df), (3.11)
where m1 is a quasi-invariant measure on Dˆiff g l1(N, M3) described in
Theorem 1.8 and the set t(V(2)k ) in Theorem 2.1 is hereafter denoted by W
for brevity. The a, b is chosen so small that we have ||h1−h||H < e0. Since
for all v ¥ Vect(M3),
`−1 dU(v) h1= lim
nQ.
n 1U 1Exp v
n
2− Id2 h1,
it follows from Baire’s theorem that there exist p1 ¥ N and a positive
constant C1 such that
||dU(v) h1 ||H [ C1 ||v||p1 (3.12)
for all v ¥ Vect(M3). Of course we may assume that p1 \ k3+1.
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Step 2. We go to the second stage of the inductive steps. M2, 2 need
only be an open set such that
M2 …M2, 2 …M2, 2 …M3.
Take a compact manifold N that includesM4 and put
G :={f ¥Diff1(N) | f(Mc2, 2) …M2 c}.
G is an open set in Diff1(N). Define
h2 :=F
W
Qa, b(f) U4(f) h1m2(df), (3.13)
where m2 is a quasi-invariant measure on Dˆiff g l2(N, M4) described in
Theorem 1.8 and l2 :=max(k4+dg+2, p1+dg+1). We take a, b so small
that the following conditions are satisfied:
supp Qa, b … G. (3.14)
||h2−h1 ||H <
e1
2
. (3.15)
||Ad(f−1)− Id||Vectp1+1(N)Q Vectp1(N) <
e1
4C1
for -f ¥ supp Qa, b. (3.16)
sup 3> F
W
Qa, b(f)(U(f)− Id)(dU(v) h1) m2(df)> : v ¥ Vect(M2),
||v||p1+1 [ 14 < e14 . (3.17)
Actually these conditions are satisfied. We only need to check (3.17). Put
Ta, b(v) :=F
W
Qa, b(f)(U4(f)− Id)(dU(v) h1) m2(df) (v ¥ Vect(M2)).
Then
lim
a, bQ 0
Ta, b(v)=0, pointwisely, and
||Ta, b(v)|| [ 2 ||dU(v) h1 ||H [ 2C1 ||v||p1 .
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Finally, the Arzelà–Ascoli theorem implies that the unit ball in Vectp1+1(N)
is totally bounded in Vectp1(N). Hence the desired result follows directly.
Now proceeding in the same way in (3.12), we find that there exist p2 ¥ N
and a positive constant C2 such that
||dU(v) h2 ||H [ C2 ||v||p2 (3.18)
for all v ¥ Vect(M4). Set p1 :=max(p1, p2). Clearly h2, p1 and M2, 2 satisfy
the condition (c.3).
We must check (c.4) next, so let v ¥ Vect(M2). It follows that for every
f ¥ supp Qa, b
Ad(f−1) v ¥ Vectp1(N) and supp(Ad(f−1) v) ıM2, 2.
Thus
Ad(f−1) v ¥ CLp1(Vect(M3)). (3.19)
Here dU( · ) h1 can be continuously extended from Vect(M3) to
CLp1(Vect(M3)). For pick a sequence {vn}n ¥ Vect(M3) such that
||vn−v||p1 Q 0 (nQ.), and denote the limit of {dU(vn) h1}n by l(v). Then
(U(Exp tvn)− Id) h1=`−1 F
t
0
U(Exp yvn) dU(vn) h1 dy
leads to
(U3(Exp tv)− Id) h1=`−1 F
t
0
U3(Exp yv) l(v) dy, (3.20)
when nQ., due to the choice of p1 and a property of exponential
mapping (note that vn Q v in Gq+1 implies that Exp vn Q Exp v in Gq under
the notation of the preceding subsection). Consequently we get
h1 ¥Domain(dU3(v)) and dU3(v) h1=l(v).
Hence
dU(vn) h1 Q dU3(v) h1 in H (nQ.),
and
||dU3(v) h1 ||H [ C1 ||v||p (3.21)
for all v ¥ CLp1(Vect(M3)).
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Again let v ¥ Vect(M2). We have
`−1 dU(v) h2
=lim
tQ 0
F
W
Qa, b(f) U4(f)
U4(Exp(t Ad(f−1) v))− Id
t
h1m2(df).
From the following estimates:
> U4(Exp(t Ad(f−1) v))− Id
t
h1>
H
[ ||dU3(Ad(f−1) v) h1 ||H
[ C1 ||Ad(f−1) v||p1 [ C1(||(Ad(f
−1)− Id) v||p1+||v||p1 )
[ C11 e14C1+12 ||v||p1+1,
it follows by the bounded convergence theorem that
dU(v) h2=F
W
Qa, b(f) U4(f) dU3(Ad(f−1) v) h1m2(df).
Here we used the obvious relation
U4(Exp(t Ad(f−1) v))=U3(Exp(t Ad(f−1) v))
for every v ¥ Vect(M2) on account of Ad(f−1) v ¥ CLk3(Vect(M3)). Con-
sequently
||dU(v)(h2−h1)||H [ sup
f ¥ supp Qa, b 5W
||dU3(Ad(f−1) v−v) h1 ||H
+> F
W
Qa, b(f)(U4(f)− Id)(dU(v) h1) m2(df)>
H
[ C1 sup
f ¥ supp Qa, b 5W
||Ad(f−1) v−v||p1+
e1
4
[
e1
4
+
e1
4
=
e1
2
,
whenever ||v||p1+1 [ 1. This completes the proof.
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Step 3. Inductively assume that hn, pn−1, and Mk+1, n (1 [ k [ n−1) are
given with the required properties. Set
hn :=F
W
Qa, b(f) Un+2(f) hn−1mn(df),
where mn is a quasi-invariant measure on Dˆiff g ln(N, Mn+2) described in
Theorem 1.8. From the proof of Theorem 2.1, U(Exp(t1v1) · · ·Exp(tsvs)) hn
is a map of class C s on a neighbourhood of t :=(t1, ..., ts)=0, for every
vi ¥ Vect(Mn+2) (i=1, ..., s). Thus
(U(Exp t1v1)− Id) · · · (U(Exp tsvs)− Id) hn
=F t1
0
· · · F ts
0
“ s
“y1 · · ·“ys
U(Exp y1v1) · · ·U(Exp ysvs) hn dy1 · · · dys,
and therefore,
lim
jQ.
j s 1U 1Exp v1
j
2− Id2 · · ·1U 1Exp vs
j
2− Id2 hn
=`−1 s dU(v1) · · · dU(vs) hn. (3.22)
From Baire’s theorem we find that there exist pn ¥ N (pn \ kn+3+1) and a
positive constant Cn such that
||dU(v1) · · · dU(vs) hn ||H [ Cn ||v1 ||pn · · · ||vs ||pn (3.23)
for 1 [ -s [ n and -v1, ..., vs ¥ Vect(Mn+2). Take a compact manifold N
that includesMn+3, and set
ln+1 :=max(p1, ..., pn−1, pn)+dg+1,
and
An, k :=max
1 [ s [ k
sup{||dU(v1) · · · dU(vs) hn ||H | vi ¥ Vect(Mk+1, n),
||vi ||pk [ 1(i=1, ..., s)} (1 [ k [ n−1). (3.24)
Finally take d > 0 such that
1 Cn−1
k=1
An, k+Cn 2 ((d+1)n−1) < en4 . (3.25)
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By using the results of Subsection 3.2, we can easily show that there exist
neighbourhoods Wk (1 [ k [ n−1) and W −n of id in Diff g ln+1 −d
g
(N) such
that whenever f ¥Wk,
||Ad(f−1)||Vectpk(N) [ ,M ( : const), (3.26)
||Ad(f−1)− Id||Vectpk+1(N)Q Vectpk(N) < d, (3.27)
and whenever f ¥W −n,
||Ad(f−1)− Id||Vectpn+1(N)Q Vectpn(N) < d. (3.28)
Take open sets Rk, Sk, T inM such that
Mk+1 … Rk … Rk … Sk … Sk …Mk+1, n (1 [ k [ n−1),
and
Mn+1 … T … T¯ …Mn+2.
We put
Mk+1, n+1 :=Rk (1 [ k [ n−1) and Mn+1, n+1 :=T. (3.29)
Since
Yn :={f ¥Diff1(N) | f(Sck) … Rk c (k=1, ..., n−1), f(Tc) …Mn+1 c}
is an open neighbourhood of id in Diff1(N), we can take an open neigh-
bourhood Gn of id in Dˆiff ln+1(N, Mn+3) such that
Gn … 3
n−1
k=1
Wk 5W −n 5 Yn.
Define
hn+1 :=F
W
Qa, b(f) Un+3(f) hnmn+1(df), (3.30)
where mn+1 is a quasi-invariant measure on Dˆiff g ln+1(N, Mn+3). The a, b is
taken so small that
supp Qa, b … Gn, (3.31)
||hn+1−hn ||H <
en
2
, (3.32)
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max
1 [ s [ k
sup 3> F
W
Qa, b(f)(Un+3(f)− Id) dU(v1) · · · dU(vs) hnmn+1(df)>
H
: vi ¥ Vect(Mk+1), ||vi ||pk+1 [ 1 (i=1, ..., s)4
<
en
8(n−1)
, (1 [ k [ n−1), (3.33)
and
max
1 [ s [ k
sup 3> F
W
Qa, b(f)(Un+3(f)− Id) dU(v1) · · · dU(vs) hnmn+1(df)>
H
: vi ¥ Vect(Mn+1), ||vi ||pn+1 [ 1 (i=1, ..., s)4 < en8 . (3.34)
The existence of such a, b is ensured by the same reasoning as in (3.17). As
usual, there exist pn+1 ¥ N and a positive constant Cn+1 such that
||dU(v1) · · · dU(vs) hn+1 ||H [ Cn+1 ||v1 ||pn+1 · · · ||vs ||pn+1 (3.35)
for 1 [ -s [ n and -v1, ..., vs ¥ Vect(Mn+3). Put
pn :=max(pn, pn+1).
Then the condition (c.3) clearly holds for k=n. We also need to check
whether it applies to 1 [ -k [ n−1. To this end, we have to see that
max
1 [ s [ k
sup{||dU(v1) · · · dU(vs) hn+1 ||H | vi ¥ Vect(Rk),
||vi ||pk [ 1 (i=1, ..., s)} <.. (3.36)
Now let 1 [ s [ k and v1, ..., vs ¥ CLpk(Vect(Mk+1, n)). The same calcula-
tions in (3.21) provide the following relations:
hn ¥Domain(dUk+2(vs)), dUk+2(vs) hn ¥Domain(dUk+2(vs−1)), ...,
dUk+2(v2) dUk+2(v3) · · · dUk+2(vs) hn ¥Domain(dUk+2(v1)),
and
max
1 [ s [ k
sup{||dUk+2(v1) · · · dUk+2(vs) hn || | vi ¥ CLpk(Vect(Mk+1, n))
(i=1, ..., s)} [ An, k ||v1 ||pk · · · ||vs ||pk . (3.37)
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Next let v1, ..., vs ¥ Vect(Rk), ||vi ||pk [ 1 (1 [ k [ n−1, 1 [ s [ k). Then we
have
D
s
i=1
1U(Exp tivi)−Id
ti
2 hn+1
=F
W
Qa, b(f) Un+3(f)D
s
i=1
1Un+3(Exp(ti Ad(f−1) vi))−Id
ti
2 hnmn+1(df).
Since Ad(f−1) vi ¥ CLpk(Vect(Mk+1, n)), it follows from (3.26) and (3.37)
that for every f ¥ supp Qa, b
> Un+3(Exp(ts Ad(f−1) vs))− Id
ts
hn>
H
[ ||dUk+2(Ad(f−1) vs) hn ||H
[ An, k ||Ad(f−1) vs ||pk
[ An, k ||Ad(f−1)||Vectpk(N) ||vs ||pk
[ An, kM ||vs ||pk [ An, kM,
where we have used one of the obvious relations:
Un+3(Exp(ti Ad(f−1) vi))=Uk+2(Exp(ti Ad(f−1) vi)) (1 [ -i [ s).
Thus, from the bounded convergence theorem, we get
D
s−1
i=1
1U(Exp tivi)−Id
ti
2 dU(vs) hn+1
=F
W
Qa, b(f) Un+3(f)
×D
s−1
i=1
1Uk+2(Exp(ti Ad(f−1) vi))−Id
ti
2 dUk+2(Ad(f−1) vs) hnmn+1(df).
(3.38)
Going through the same procedures, we have
1Ds
i=1
dU(vi)2 hn+1
=F
W
Qa, b(f) Un+3(f) 1Ds
i=1
dUk+2(Ad(f−1) vi)2 hnmn+1(df), (3.39)
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and
||dU(v1) · · · dU(vs) hn+1 ||H [ An, kM s. (3.40)
This completes the proof of (3.36).
Finally we must check the condition (c.4), so let
vi ¥ Vect(Mk+1), ||vi ||pk+1 [ 1 (1 [ i [ s, 1 [ s [ k, 1 [ k [ n).
We shall divide the proof into two cases.
1. k=n. Note that supp(Ad(f−1) vi) … T¯ …Mn+2 for all f ¥
supp Qa, b, so Ad(f−1) vi ¥ CLpn(Vect(Mn+2)). Therefore, by using (3.23)
and by the same discussions as in the proof of (3.36), we see that
hn ¥Domain(dUn+2(Ad(f−1) v1) · · · dUn+2(Ad(f−1) vs))
and that for every f ¥ supp Qa, b,
>1Ds
i=1
dUn+2(Ad(f−1) vi)−D
s
i=1
dU(vi)2 hn>
H
[ Cn C
s
i=1
D
j < i
||Ad(f−1) vj ||pn · ||Ad(f
−1) vi−vi ||pn D
j > i
||vj ||pn
[ Cn C
s
i=1
(d+1) i−1 d [ Cn((d+1)n−1).
It follows that
dU(v1) · · · dU(vs) hn+1
=F
W
Qa, b(f) Un+3(f) D
s
i=1
dUn+2(Ad(f−1) vi) hnmn+1(df) (3.41)
and
||dU(v1) · · · dU(vs)(hn+1−hn)||H
[ Cn((d+1)n−1)
+> F
W
Qa, b(f)(Un+3(f)− Id) D
s
i=1
dU(vi) hnmn+1(df)>
H
[ Cn((d+1)n−1)+
en
8
.
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2. 1 [ k [ n−1. By the same line of reasoning as we took before, we
obtain (3.41). Hence
||dU(v1) · · · dU(vs)(hn+1−hn)||H
[ >1 Ds
i=1
dUk+2(Ad(f−1) vi)−D
s
i=1
dU(vi)2 hn>
H
+> F
W
Qa, b(f)(Un+3(f)− Id) D
s
i=1
dU(vi) hnmn+1(df)>
H
. (3.42)
It follows from (3.27), (3.33) and (3.37) that
||dU(v1) · · · dU(vs)(hn+1−hn)||H
[ An, k C
s
i=1
D
j < i
||Ad(f−1) vj ||pk ||Ad(f
−1) vi−vi ||pk
×D
j > i
||Ad(f−1) vj ||pk+
en
8(n−1)
[ An, k C
s
i=1
(1+d) i−1 d+
en
8(n−1)
[ An, k((1+d)n−1)+
en
8(n−1)
.
Consequently we get
||hn+1−hn ||H+C
n
k=1
max
1 [ s [ k
sup{||dU(v1) · · · dU(vs)(hn+1−hn)||H
| vi ¥ Vect(Mk+1), ||vi ||pk+1 [ 1 (i=1, ..., s)}
<
en
2
+1 Cn−1
k=1
An, k+Cn 2 ((1+dn)−1)+en8+en8 < en.
Thus, the proof of Lemma 3.1 is now complete. L
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.1, which we stated in the first
part of this section.
From Lemma 3.1,
g := lim
nQ.
hn
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exists and satisfies ||g−h||H < e. Moreover, for every v1, ..., vs ¥ Vect0(M),
we take k sufficiently large that k \ s and v1, ..., vs ¥ Vect(Mk+1). Thus, for
every n \ k
||dU(v1) · · · dU(vs)(hn+1−hn)||H [ en D
s
i=1
||vi ||pk+1,
and it immediately follows that
l(v1, ..., vs) := lim
nQ.
dU(v1) · · · dU(vs) hn
exists. Hence, by easy computations, it yields
g ¥Domain(dU(v1) · · · dU(vs)) and dU(v1) · · · dU(vs) g=l(v1, ..., vs).
Therefore g is a desired C.-vector.
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